Homeschooling class 10 English. - week 12
This will be your tasks for the following weeks:
1.

As you know exam is approaching and your focus should be to revise the necessary tools:

https://za.schleswig-holstein.de/docs/2016/uebungsheft_msa_16/MSA_uebungsheft_2016.pdf
Here you find 2016’s exercises, solutions and audio.
Please correct the test by yourself and send in the writing part by mail (pdf or doc) to
annamrum@gmail.com. - before Thursday .
2.

Vocabulary and useful phrases

S. 128/129 - wordbank (lernen!)
3.

Diﬀerences between Comment and Letter:

In einen comment gehören weder Anrede noch Grußformel (s. S. 170 und folgende)
4.

Class test:

Your class test is corrected and you can ask for your results by mail. I will tell you as well what you
should do before the exam (until April 19th).
5.

Primaries in the US. - a kahoot

https://create.kahoot.it/details/election-2020-primaries-caucuses/
38ea740e-0d22-4faa-967f-73d5e87a19e2

Stay healthy and take care#

Yours
Anna Grütte

Homeschooling class 10 English. - week 13
Hi everybody,
I’v got your texts and most of you already got my reply. If not, you will get an answer this week.
This will be your tasks for the following weeks:
After a lot of reading and writing last week, this week is about talking.
There will be three tasks, two with a partner (1,2), and one alone (3). The order doesn’t matter.
Choose a partner and fix two dates for a speaking (phone/internet call etc.). You may as well work
in group of three. It’s your responsibility to call someone.
Make sure you have learned last week`s wordbanks. This week you will need them!
1.

Biden vs Sanders

Take your notes and tell each other what you’ve found out. Make sure it is not a monologue, but
that both of you ask questions and interact with each other (no matter if you had the same
candidate or not). Use the discourse markers on p. 128, of course!
2.
Speaking - Dialogue / mediation
Here you will find your tasks:
https://za.schleswig-holstein.de/docs/2018/ab_MSA/MSA_Englisch_2018_sprachpraktisch.pdf
Choose dialogue 2 and 3.
Mediation 3 and 6.
The challenge is to explain the unknown words in English. No dictionary during speaking tests.
3.

Monologue

Choose two monologues. 7 and 8. Register yourself and listen to you. Repeat if you want to.
4.

https://za.schleswig-holstein.de/content/msa.php?group=66&ugroup=0

Here you will find all the former exams and tasks. Use them to practice, as well during holidays.
5.

extra: Get tested -

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/de/test-your-english/
That is all for this week! Nothing to send in this time!
Enjoy your holidays and get prepared!

Anna Grütte

